
 

 

 

 
PRICE LIST FOR LIEPAJA AIRPORT SERVICES 

Charge type 
Price in EUR (excl. 

VAT) 
Unit 

Landing 8,20 per each 1000 kg of AC maximum take-off weight (MTOW) (by rounding up to 10 kg) in each landing 

Training flight 8,20 
for AC up to 2000 kg MTOW one-hour training flight during published airport working time is equal to one landing operation, for the second 
and each next hour factor 0,75 is applied 
(For AC with MTOW more than 2000 kg the price needs to be agreed with administration) 

Extension of AD 
working hours* 

or additional 
opening** 

from 270* 
 
 

from 380** 

for every extra working hour 
 
*Extension of standard working hours: 
for AC with RFF CAT 1-2 270 EUR for the first hour of extension and 320 EUR for each next such hour; 
for AC with RFF CAT 3-7 500 EUR for the first hour of extension and 550 EUR for each next such hour. 
 
**Additional opening of AD: 
for AC with RFF CAT 1-2 380 EUR for the first additional hour and 320 EUR for each next such hour; 
for AC with RFF CAT 3-7 610 EUR for the first additional hour and 550 for each next such hour. 
 
(this fee is not applied during winter season when the AD is open only on PPR) 

Aircraft parking 
First 3 hours - free 

of charge 
0,14* 

*for the fourth and each next such hour per each 1000 kg of AC maximum take-off weight, but not less than 6 EUR per 24 hours 

Passenger fee 10,00 

per each departing passenger 
 
Fee is not applied for: 

1) AC with MTOW below 2000kg; 
2) flights conducting aerial works; 
3) training flights; 
4) passengers below the age of 2 

Security charge 1,00 

per each departing passenger 
 
Fee is not applied for: 

1) AC with MTOW below 2000kg; 
2) flights conducting aerial works; 
3) training flights; 
4) passengers below the age of 2 



 

 

 

PRM charge 0,13 

per each departing passenger 
 
Fee is not applied for: 
      1)       AC with MTOW below 2000kg; 
      2)       flights conducting aerial works; 
      3)       training flights; 
      4)            passengers below the age of 2 

Season card for 
light aviation 

 
500* 

750** 
1500*** 

in a year. Includes unlimited landing in airport’s standard operating hours 
*For aircrafts with MTOW up to 1350kg 
**For aircrafts with MTOW from 1351 to 1999kg 
***For aircrafts with MTOW from 2000 to 5700kg 
(card is linked to an individual AC) 


